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Blender Biplane – Assembly Instructions
Recommended Electronics and motors:
Motor: Hacker A10-15s outrunner or any equivalent motor
weighing .6 to 1 oz and in the 1400 kv range.
Propeller: 8 x 4.3
Speed control: Castle Creations PHX10 or Thunderbird 9.
Battery: 300 to 480, 2 cell, 20C rated or equivalent. Pack
must weigh less than 1 oz.

Turn the fuse over. Cut a piece of flat carbon just long
enough to fit in the pocket to join the elevator halves.
Before you glue any carbon pieces, give them a light
sanding to break the sheen. Failure to sand the carbon
will result in a weak glue joint. Glue the joiner in place
as shown below.

Receiver: 4 channel minimum, weighing less than 10
grams.
All servos: Scanner 9103 or Equal.
Disclaimer: Fancy Foam Models has done everything
we can to caution and inform the end user regarding
the use of Lithium polymer battery technology. We
are in no way responsible for any damage that may
be caused by these batteries. Please read,
understand and follow all instructions for the
charger and batteries. Failure to use this battery
technology properly can result in the risk of fire. If
you are not comfortable with this technology, return
the batteries packs and kit to us for a refund. By
building the kit and using the batteries, you accept
full responsibility for the safety of these batteries.

Lower Fuselage Attachment Preparation:
The lower fuselage must be cut away from the upper
section (including the rudder).

Recommended building methods and glues:
Much of the construction of this model is done by laying
the parts on a flat table. It is strongly recommended that
you put wax paper down on the surface first so any excess
glue doesn’t soak through the foam and glue the parts to
the table. For all assembly, use thin “foam safe” CA glue.
Gap filling or “medium” glue just adds weight. Always use
accelerant or “kicker” to get the glue to set. If possible,
apply the glue to one part and the kicker to the other part
and then press them together and hold until cured. Wipe
off any excess glue with tissues before it cures.
Fuselage Assembly:
Locate the horizontal fuselage section. Tape the elevator
hinge line as shown.
Lay the horizontal fuselage on a flat surface. Position the
lower fuselage section into the horizontal fuselage. The
tabs on the fuselage sections line up with each other
perfectly. Use a square to keep the lower fuselage square
as you glue it. Do not glue the upper fuselage in place
until later.

Carbon Preparation and Attachment:
The 1mm carbon rod is provided in bulk lengths. You’ll
need to cut the carbon to the proper lengths and
instructed below. Always sand the ends of the carbon
rods to improve glue adhesion. Cut 6 wing fuselage struts
6” long. Cut three pieces of 1/16” heat shrink 1” long.
Apply a little CA to the one end of each carbon strut.
Use the 1” long heat shrink to join two of the struts
together. The ends of the carbon rods should just touch
inside the heat shrink, not overlap. Repeat with the other
two struts. This may seem tedious, but the overall
strength and appearance is much better with the heat
shrink.

Attach the upper fuselage in the same manner as you did
the bottom.

Insert these 3 rod assemblies through the holes in the
lower fuselage as shown. Use a hobby knife to cut slits in
the horizontal fuselage to accept the rod ends. Once you
are happy with the fit, glue the rod assemblies to the
fuselage. Let the glue fully cure before handling the
fuselage assembly.
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Tape the rudder hinge line as shown below.

Slide the landing gear strut assembly through the slot in
the fuselage. Each leg of the gear passes though the slots
in the lower wing as shown below. You must install the
landing gear struts before gluing the lower wing in place.
Next, glue the lower wing to the lower fuselage. Do not
glue the landing gear struts to any part of the wing or
fuselage yet.

Wing Preparation and Attachment:
Apply hinge tape to the ailerons on both wings. On the
lower wing, apply a 1” long piece of hinge tape in the
area of the bottom wing where the control horn slots are
(near the center of the wing, on the “vee” side). Lightly
sand the “vee” to make sure the ailerons move freely.
Cut the two flat carbon pieces 25 1/2” long. Lightly sand
the “glue side” of both carbon strips to improve glue
adhesion. Save the scrap carbon as these will become the
landing gear legs. Lay each wing on a flat table (with wax
paper underneath). Carefully glue the flat carbon pieces
to the leading edge of the wing. It is easiest to apply the
CA to the carbon first. Apply the kicker to the wing
leading edge, then join the two parts together.

Glue the wing struts in place as shown. Make sure they
are perfectly square.

Cut the two landing gear legs from the flat carbon, 7.5”
long. Cut a piece of 1/8 heat shrink, 1” long. Use the
shrink tube to join the two gear struts as shown below.

Building tip: Before gluing the top wing in place,
you may want to install and rig the rudder and
elevator servos and pushrods. Please refer to page
6 of these instructions. Glue the upper wing to the wing
struts and fuselage. Make sure they are perfectly square.
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Final Airframe Structural Assembly:
With the airframe upside down, use a square and make
sure the fuselage is exactly perpendicular to the wings.
Once you are happy with the fit, lightly tack glue the
landing gear struts to the lower wing leading edge carbon.
Also glue these struts where they meet at the middle of
the fuselage.

Next, cut two carbon rods, 11 3/4” long. Use a piece of
1/16” heat shrink to joint them as you did earlier for the
fuselage reinforcement rods. Locate the small 1/16” hole
in the lower fuselage, just behind the servo cut-outs. Slip
this rod assembly though this hole. Each rod end runs out
to the wing struts on the bottom wing. There are slots
provided in the lower wing for these rods. Make sure
everything is still square and glue these rods to the lower
wing and fuselage as shown below.

Next, wrap sewing thread around the landing gear leg,
over the leading edge carbon and back around the gear
leg. Repeat this 10 to 12 times to “tie” the two carbons
together. Soak this joint with CA to lock in place.

Lastly, cut 4 carbon rods as needed to brace the vertical
and horizontal stabilizers. Sand the rod ends. Make sure
the surfaces are square before gluing.

Glue the firewall to the front of the plane. Make sure it is
perfectly square. Do not glue it crooked as this will affect
flight performance.
Cut two pieces of 1 mm carbon rod, 8” long. Lightly sand
the ends. Install these carbon struts from the leading
edge of the top wing to the rear of the firewall. Make sure
the airframe is perfectly square before gluing. There are
holes provided in the top wing for the carbon rods.

Landing Gear Preparation and Attachment:
Form the axles as shown from the .047 music wire.
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Mix a small amount of 5 minute epoxy and use the 1/8”
heat shrink tubing to secure the axles to the ends of the
landing gear strut. When you heat the shrink sleeve, do
not get the carbon strips too hot as it may weaken them.

Make any final adjustments to the axles before mounting
the wheel pants. Apply a small amount of glue to the axle
and secure the wheel pant as shown. Make sure it is
aligned properly before the glue dries. Be very careful
to keep any glue from getting into the wheel area
(don’t glue the wheel to the axle!).

Install the wheels and a 1” piece of 1/16” heat shrink to
each axle.
Radio and Motor Installation:
The following instructions apply to the electronics as
supplied in our combo kits. If you are using other
electronics, the following will give you the basic concept of
you the radio gear is to be installed. Solder the BEC
connector (red connector with black and red wires) to the
speed control and insulate the connections with heat
shrink. Solder the speed control leads to the motor. Make
sure to slip shrink sleeve over the speed control leads
first.
Before proceeding, connect the controller to the receiver
and a battery and make sure the motor is turning the
correct direction. If it is not, unsolder any two motor
leads, reverse them and re-solder. Once the motor is
turning correctly, heat the shrink sleeves over the motor
connections. Plug all servos and speed control into the
receiver. Attach a battery and set the servo center and
check for proper rotation.

make two 90 degree bends to keep the wheels on as
shown. Trim axles to length.

The servo mounting holes are undersized to fit the
smallest possible servos. If your servos are larger, simply
enlarge the servo locations with a hobby knife. Mount
each servo with a small dab of hot glue between the servo
tabs and the foam surface. Mount the motor with servo
screws and use a bit of hot glue to hold the speed control
in place as shown.
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Push Rod Installation:
Glue the plywood control horns to the ailerons as shown.
The aileron pushrods are made by making 4 each .032
wire pushrods with z-bends at one end.

The elevator pushrod installation is the same as the
rudder and a reference photo is shown below.

Use a short piece of 1mm carbon rod and ½” of the 1/16”
heat shrink at each end of the pushrods. With the aileron
servo centered, apply CA to the pushrods and shrink the
sleeve to lock the pushrod length. Be careful to not melt
the foam while you are heating the shrink sleeve.

Make 2 aileron connector pushrods as shown. With all 4
ailerons set at zero degrees deflection, glue the pushrod
assemblies to each wing as shown below.

Locate the 2 longer 1mm carbon fiber rods and use the
same method to attach a pushrod end (with z-bend) to
one end of each rod.
Install the carbon pushrods to the rudder servo arm.
Center the rudder servo and rudder. Cut the carbon
pushrod to length as needed. Slip 3 of the pushrod
guides over the pushrod. Glue the rudder control horn to
the rudder as shown above. Use the heat shrink and CA
glue to secure the wire end to the carbon fiber as before.
Evenly space and cut slots for the stand-offs to be
inserted into the fuselage side. Once you are happy with
the pushrod installation, apply a little glue and each
stand-off to complete the pushrod installation.

Drag Devices:
The drag plates and side force generators can be
permanently glued in place or made to be removable.
The following photos show how to rig them to make them
removable. Apply a strip of hinge tape to the wing strut
tab as shown. Wrap the tape around to the other side.
This will act as reinforcement for the next step.
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Install the drag plate and use a short length of 1mm rod
to keep the plate in place as shown below.

Flight set-up:
Use your computer radio to set the final sub-trims,
exponential and dual rates. Double check the control
direction before your first flight. The plane should balance
at 2” behind the leading edge of the top wing (measured
at the center of the wing). Mount the battery with Velcro
tape and move the battery forward or back to set the CG
to meet your flying style. With proper CG, it should fly
nearly the same upright or upside-down.
The final weight should be between 4.5 and 5.5 oz.
Remember, this plane was designed to be flown indoors or
outdoors in light wind conditions. Indoor flying requires a
calmness and smoothness to be enjoyable. Too much
control throws or too little exponential will spoil the fun,
not improve it. Our settings are shown below. Use them
as a guide to begin with and adjust as needed (Based on
Futaba 9C transmitter).

Slit the tab on each side force generator so they can be
slipped onto the wing. The SFGs are designed to be held
onto the wing without any glue. If you intend to fly with
them at all times, they may be glued in place.

Elev.
Ailer.
Rudd.

Low rate
30°
30°
25°

High rate
45°
45°
35°

High rate expo
-35%
-30%
-35%

We hope you like the Blender. It was designed by Andrew
Jesky and Larry Markey to meet the needs of the indoor
contest pilot and the backyard sport pilot.
Email us with any questions: mike@fancyfoam.com
Thank you,
Mike and Niki Bailey
Fancy Foam Models
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Lithium Polymer Safety. Please read
and take seriously!!!!!!!!!

Handling Cautions:
New cells may have a high initial charge, and care must
always be taken to insure that loose cells are not short
circuited. Please:

Charging:
Lithium Polymer batteries have specific charging
requirements and ONLY chargers rated for Lithium
Polymer cells may be used. The best charger is one that
requires the user to manually select cell count and charge
rate for each pack of cells, then automatically check to
see that the settings are correct. The Apache SMART
chargers work in this manner. Chargers which use only
automatic detection of cell count (and on that basis set
charge voltage) are prone to error, and can damage cells
or cause a fire due to over-voltage charging of cells. We
recommend that these chargers be set manually, if used.
Other chargers are set manually, but do not include a
safety circuit to oversee that setting. These are prone to
user error, and should also be checked very carefully to
insure proper use.











For best results, a CC/CV charger, like the Apache SMART
chargers, should be used. These charge initially at a
constant 4.2V and constant 1C rate, then taper the charge
rate as the battery nears full capacity. Cells are about
90% charged in one hour, and can be left connected for
another 20-30 minutes to complete the charge. The
maximum permissible charge voltage per cell is 4.25V.
The maximum charge rate for Lithium Polymer cells is 1C
(ex: 0.7A for the ET-0700 cell). Please do not charge your
lithium polymer at any rate higher than 1C. Doing so may
reduce the capacity and life cycle of the cells, with very
little savings in charge time.





Charging Safety Tips:
Lithium Polymer cells are a tremendous advance in
battery technology for RC flight. However, due to the
chemistry of lithium cells, there is a possibility of fire if
charged improperly. It is unavoidable due to the nature of
lithium itself. This is no different from many things we use
in daily life which are inherently dangerous – knives,
kitchen cleaners, automobiles, for a few examples – but
which can be used very safely by adhering to simple rules
and precautions.









Be absolutely sure that the Lithium Polymer charger
settings are correct for the battery pack being
charged – both voltage and current settings
Care should be taken to charge on a fireproof surface,
such as brick.
Do not charge batteries near flammable items or
liquids
Keep a dry fire extinguisher nearby - or a large bucket
of dry sand, which is a cheap and effective
extinguisher.
Do not charge inside an automobile, especially while
driving
Batteries should NEVER be left unattended while
charging
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Do not put the loose cells in a pocket, bag, or drawer
where they could short-circuit against other items, or
the battery tabs could be pressed against each other.
Do not place the loose cells on any conductive
surface, such as a metal-topped table.
Keep loose cells and battery packs WELL out of reach
of children!
Buy pre-assembled packs from an authorized dealer,
rather than assembling packs from loose cells
Take care that the cells are not punctured, especially
by metallic objects like hobby knives.
If the electrolyte in the cells should get on your skin,
thoroughly wash with soap and water. If in the eyes,
rinse thoroughly with cool water. Immediately seek
medical attention.
Electrolyte spills can be cleaned from models or
workbench with methanol or detergent-water solution.
Although environmentally friendly, lithium polymer
cells must be FULLY discharged before disposal. Use a
resistor setup (light bulbs, for example) to accomplish
this, to avoid the possibility of a short-induced fire
after disposal.
For long-term storage, charge fully, then discharge to
50%-60% of rated capacity.

